
 

Survey results identify drivers of doctor
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(HealthDay)—The results of a survey from the Physician Wellness
Services and Cejka Search have identified the key aspects of doctor
engagement.

Surveys were conducted online in September 2013 in a nationwide, multi-
specialty sample of 1,666 physicians (average age, 44 years). Physicians
were asked to rate the extent of their agreement with each of 15
different elements of engagement (on a 10-point scale).

According to the results, physicians generally felt that all elements of
engagement were important, with average scores ranging from 7.9 to 9.2.
The top elements of engagement were respect for my competency and
skills; feeling that my opinions and ideas are valued; good relationships
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with my physician colleagues; good work/life balance; and a voice in
how my time is used and structured. The largest gaps between what was
important to feeling engaged and the nature of their current practice
were feeling that my opinions and ideas are valued; a voice in clinical
operations; a voice in how my time is structured; fair compensation for
my work; and good work/life balance. The least important elements of
engagement included participation in setting organization strategies or
goals; good relationship with administrator; and alignment with
organizations goals.

"When physicians do not feel engaged, they may leave their jobs or
reject employment opportunities with organizations that don't meet their
expectations for engagement," Lori Schutte, M.B.A., president of Cejka
Search, said in a statement.

  More information: More Information
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